OUR STORY

It started with a desire to help a friend.

In 1975, our founder discovered an easy way for regular people to receive the tax advantages of large corporations. In the process, he brought simplicity to one of the most complicated systems in the world: the US tax code. His solution worked so well, he continued to invent products that transformed the lives of farmers and other entrepreneurs, their families, and their communities. Total Administrative Services Corporation has grown from one entrepreneur to a team of more than 1,000.

We’re still in the life-changing business. But over the years, unpredictable rules and legislation, and hundreds of products from hundreds of companies, have brought complexity and confusion to an industry that began with the intention of simplicity. We all reacted with products and evolving systems. Reacting isn’t good enough.

It’s time for a reinvention.

To begin our next forty-year journey, we’ve returned to our founding spirit. We’ve discovered a new way to remove complexity, a new way to help Americans pay less tax and invest more in their health and prosperity.

We have built the smartest, most intuitive, most secure way to deliver benefits—from the ground up.

We’ve harnessed technology and service like no one else in health and welfare: we have integrated all employee benefits in one easy-to-navigate place. Our clients will be secure. They will be compliant. When legislation changes, it’s our job to help them figure it out. TASC is committed to understanding our clients’ needs and ambitions and will configure a solution, whether they have one employee or one million.

When Americans have more money to spend, when they invest in their health, when they have the tools to support their families, when they give back to their communities, when they save and grow, we all benefit.

Why?

Our clients trust us to protect them, to bring simplicity and security to an increasingly complicated regulatory landscape so they can spend time and energy on bigger things.